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Retractable Awning

Exclusive awnings for your home decor

the new awning system
meets the highest standards

Rain Pelmet is made of extruded aluminum and
features a PVC sealing lip at the area adjacent to the
wall. Colours: natural anodized or with a white or
brown coating. The pelmet is fixed by directly
screwing an extruded aluminum angle to the bracket.
The hard wearing clamping device is covered by the
profile and thus invisible.
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A special design for a
special awning
Its exclusive design makes Topline
awning systems, a true alternative to
other competitive products. The
design is ideal from the fall bar to the
brackets. Fine profiles and elegant
coatings reflect Topline’s excellent
quality.

Arm support with infinitely variable pitch adjustment
made of extruded aluminum; anodized or powder
coated; appropriate for a 40mm isolation tube. The
angle of inclination can be adjusted from and easily
accessible position from 5 to 55 degrees by means of
an allen key and can be firmly fixed in place by a
locking screw.

The PVC cover of the roller tube support gives an
elegant look to the Topline awning. There is space
provided for the firm’s logo.
Security for the vendor, “TUF” approved.
The Topline awning system meets all safety standards
for jointed-arm-awnings. You can be sure of selling a
top quality product -- another reason for selling
Topline.

Exclusive design and top quality characterises
the “TUV” approved Topline arm.
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Time saving production.
Exclusive styling and highly developed technology go hand in hand. The small number of system
units and their easy assembly help you to save about 20% of the usual frame-production-time. In
addition, the infinitely variable pitch adjustment of the arm support enables you to adjust the pitch
of the awning quickly and accurately.
The jointed arm.
The Topline arm features an elegant extruded
aluminum profile with strong diecast aluminum joints.
(TUV approved)
The individual parts of the joints are powder coated
(60-80my), the arms profiles are anodized E6/EV1
(15my) or powder coated; for outside installation.
A special adhesive firmly attaches the profiles to the joints. The single or double springs in the arm’s
rear provides the incredible arm-strength. Strong steel cables with a PUR finish quarantee at least
50,000 operation.

Awning Sizes

We offer Topline awnings of 150cm, 200cm, 250cm,
300cm and 350cm projection.
If requested we can supply in-between sizes.

Width

up to 620 cm with 2 arms
up to 800 cm with 4 arms

Colours

Topline awnings come in three standard colors with powder coating
for outdoor installation:
Grey

White

Brown

If requested we can supply, at an extra charge, Topline arms in any
other RAL color desired.
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Futura Decor’s Retractable Awnings
uses weather-proof fabric from

Contact Futura Decor or your local agent for
a complete sample of Sunbrella fabric.
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Roller Blinds
Extensively used in private homes,
office buildings, hospitals and schools.

The roller blinds fabric is attached to a roller tube
and is guided vertically for greater stability.

Available in
Woven Wood

Patterned Fabric

Manual

Solar Screen

Motorized

Picture Windows

Computerized
Solar Tracking

We offer the
roller blinds in
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Wooden Blinds
Expect steady and reliable performance,
year after year, with no complaints or call
backs

features & benefits
Blinds stay level
All the lift cords are wound into the traversing
shaft at exactly the same rate, keeping the
blind absolutely level. The clutch then locks
the shaft so that the blind will stay in position.

Adjacent blinds are easily set to
matching levels.
Just stop pulling the cord when each blind
reaches the desired position. You can't get
that kind of precision with cord locks.

Blinds can be accurately and easily
adjusted to any height.
Simply stop pulling the control cord and the
blind holds its new position automatically. No
more trial-and-error positioning.

No unsightly tilt wand.
The mono-control system eliminates the
need for an additional tilt wand and assures
fast and complete slat adjutment.
No more hazardous piles of cord.
The control cord that operates the Rollease
system has a fixed length.

Available in
Bleached

Snow White

Natural

Maple

Manual

Walnut

Mahogany

Motorized

We offer the
wooden blinds in
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Motorized Curtain

Timeless and stylish window coverings that
will compliment any home environment

With a press of a button your
window curtains glide quietly
from side to side and stop at
your desired position.

Make your curtain fabric last longer
The fabric of motorized curtains lasts longer than
manual curtains. That's because motorized curtain
is spared from pulling and tugging, which causes
wear and tear.
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Panel Track System
A simple, versatile and stylish solution for
sliding doors or picture windows panel.

They can even be used as a
budget-friendly room divider

Panel Track Features
Overlapping fabric panels glide effortlessly on a wheeled track
system and attached quickly and effortlessly to the included
hardware.

Available in
Woven Wood

Number of Panels
3 Panels

4 Panels

5 Panels

Patterned Fabric

Solar Screen

Stacking Directions
3 Panels stack left

3 Panels stack right

4 Panels stack left

4 Panels stack right

5 Panels stack left

5 Panels stack right

Split stack
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Ecolux
An elegant
light diffusing
solution
for your
home.

The Ecolux features soft
fabric vanes attached to
two outer layers of sheer
fabric.

Available in
SP 5545

NS 7013

SP 55431

7534 N

7588
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Zebra Sheer Blinds
The latest in window decors, and it is a
stylish alternative to your roman blinds.

The fabric has two alternating
translucent and transparent
weaves.
The fabric is adjusted to align the
similar weave to control the
amount of light coming into your
room.

Available in
NN 31

NN 37

NN 82
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Lock & Roll

Insect
Screen
Lock and Roll Insect Screen System provides roller screen superior
solution for insect prevention even in windy conditions with keeping
smooth and light operation.

3 Operating systems to choose from
Roll-up with catching frame

Sliding
Single Slide

Roll up

Double Slide is also available

technical features
Smooth and light operation
Excellent insect prevention under windy condition
Two ways, vertically and horizontally
Easy size adjusting
Easy setting up and installation
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www.futuradecor.com

YTF MANUFACTURING
828 Torres Street, Mandaluyong City,
Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel Nos:
(02) 727-3056 - 61
(02) 718-4779
0917 - 811-1490
0933 - 865-2657

EBCO UNISALES, Inc
2/F Strand Tower F. Cabahug Street,
Mabolo, Cebu City, Philippines
Tel Nos:
(032) 234-0379
(032) 232-6977
0917 - 725 0446
Email: ebco@oneedsa.com

Email: sales@futuradecor.com

